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1. Foreword 

Studies on Computational design softwares led the architectural process to an uncharted era 

with undiscovered possibilities of information management and process. Architects gained 

tools to analyze their design and have the opportunity of making more informed decisions 

about their designs.  

These tools also have the potential of providing benefits to conservation acts. The analysis 

tools can be used to determine the causes of weathering on architectural heritage in order take 

more informed conservation decisions and create necessary tools to maintain and preserve the 

heritage. 

This study’s intention is to evaluate the Sandıkoğlu Mansion restitutions along with its 

environmental surroundings with Autodesk Vasari Project to find out possible connections   

between current detoriated condition and it’s prime state.  

2. Brief Definition of Birgi Sandıkoğlu Mansion 

Sandıkoğlu Mansion is situated in Birgi, a small town, 9 km. outside of Ödemiş in İzmir. 

Birgi is well known for its conserved architectural civil heritage and social history throughout 

Ottoman  period. There are many civil heritage buildings including Birgi Ulu Mosque, Güdük 

Minaret Mosque, Karaoğlu Mustafa Efendi Mosque, Derviş Ağa Mosque, Tombs of 

Aydınoğlu, Sultan Şah, Kral Kızı and İmam-I Birgivi Mehmet Efendi, local fountains, two 

baths, 3 madrasah, Birgi Fortress, bridge, Çakıroğlu Mansion and other speciments of 

traditional ottoman civil architecture. 

Sandıkoğlu mention is documented at 1970 and within the Birgi workshop held by MSÜ 

which is documented by Zehra Ekinci (Ekinci, 2005). Mention was used until 1980’s by 

Sandıkoğlu family and  in 1994 family donated the building to Ministry of Culture. In 

17/08/2000 the property was appointed  to Mimar Sinan University in order to be used for 

education and research .  

Within these periods the building stayed vacant and empty. Lack of maintenance has made a 

detrimental effect on mention and northern wall has collapsed with half of the structural 

supports of first floor. In 2007 with joint efforts of municipality of Birgi and MSGSÜ, the 

northern wall and first floor with the total roofing was rebuilt. Because there was no 

documentation and proper authorization the restoration work halted and not continued.  

 



 

Figure 1 Town of Birgi and examples of Architectural Heritage within site 

 



Sandıkoğlu Mansion is situated at CamiKebir district, on southern sloes of historic city center. 

It’s a typical outer sofa plan 2 story house accessed from  Beyzade street.  

 

Figure 2 Sandıkoğlu Mansion site plan 

 

Figure 3 Street view from Beyzade street 



 

Figure 4 

 

Figure 5 



 

Figure 6 

2.1 Current Condition of the Building and Conventional Weathering Analysis 

Current documentation of the site has been done after this maintenance work therefore does 

not reflect the natural weathering of the building. The photography taken prior to the work of 

2004 restoration is a key element for extracting relevant data for weathering. 

 

Figure 7 View from Northern Facade in 2004, northern wall masonry has collapsed and roofing is 

absolute 



 

Figure 8  

Another source of data is the 2010 documentation and analysis of the building. Although 

Northern wall and roofing was re-manufactured in 2007, southern parts of the building were 

in authentic condition.  

 

Figure 9 Sandıkoğlu Mansion Eastern Facade Weathering analysis (Street view) 



3. Modeling Environment and Project Vasari 

Autodesk Project Vasari is a tool with the concept of “technology preview” which is an 

attribute between trial alpha software. It’s a project rather than product and designed to 

contribute the BIM environment of Autodesk Revit with Ecotect features which is a surface 

model based design support software acquired by Autodesk Company in order to enhance the 

capabilities of their software with green design attributes. 

Therefore Vasari project stands between Ecotect 2011 and Revit working as a design support 

system. Vasari supports further analysis linking with Green Building Studio software of 

Autodesk. 

 

Figure 10 Energy Model Anatomy 

Vasari includes a modeling environment capable of modeling conceptual solids. It supports 

Revit models to some extent. Revit models turn into solids with exterior shells with glazings 

and floors. Sketch-up, Dxf are also supported but Ecotect inherited tools does not comply 

with these models yet. Therefore the model should be made in the Vasari interface in order to 

use all the analysis tools.  

There are 4 different tools to support decision making in Vasari Project: 

1- Energy Model Analysis 

2- Ecotect Windrose 

3- Ecotect Wind Tunnel 

4- Ecotect Solar Radiation  



Software connects to series of databases which is a service of Autodesk to gather relevant data 

of project site which can be anywhere in the world. User has just needs write or point to the 

location with softwares location window. This hassle free action conveniently links the 

databases to the model for future analyses and comparison of design alternatives.  

Modeling environment is also simple and designed for conceptual models. Glazing can be 

chosen as percentage or custom modeled for solar radiation analysis. Parametric models can 

be used for curtain walls or organic shapes.  

Each analysis require different types of data, the most extensive of it all is Energy Model 

Analysis. Software combines the variables of building form, orientation, footprint, shape, 

depth of plan, etc. and creates analysis to support decision making to achieve energy 

efficiency and sustainability in conceptual design phase.  

 

Figure 11 Energy Model Inputs 

Ecotect Solar Radiation, Windrose and Wind Tunnel Analysis are based on surface model 

input and does not require material information of construction excluding the glazing shape 

and size.  

4. Project Vasari Analysis of Sandıkoğlu Mansion 

Energy model of Sandıkoğlu Mansion has been constructed according to the 2010 restitions. 

The modeling required for conceptual analysis can be rough. The general information of the 



building like form, orientation, story and function is adequate for analysis. Software is mainly 

designed to support modern constructions therefore it was a challenge to create the model for 

the author. Therefore the model used for analysis is quite simple.  

 

Figure 12 Base model for analysis  

Since the construction of conceptual model enough to conduct Ecotect Windrose, WindTunel 

and Solar Radiation analysis these can be presented and analyzed after modeling. 

 

Figure 13 Windrose properties dialogue displays wind conditions for Birgi 

Windrose projection of the building is presented on Figure 13 acording to the wheather data. 

This data generates a wind tunnel simulation alowing the users to observe and manuplate their 

design acorddingly.  

 



 

Figure 14 Wind Tunnel Simulation of the Building. 

Achieving Wind Tunnel simulations without comprehensive knowledge or effort about the 

building gives a unique tool for designer. It allows revealing the differences between surfaces, 

and gives the opportunity to take precautions accordingly. This may vary from insulation 

choices or additional care in construction phase.  

 

Figure 15 Solar Radiation Analysis 



Ecotect Solar Radiation analysis tool does seem to depreciate after its original launch of 

Vasari for unknown reasons. Currently it only represents the facades being washed by solar 

radiation with color codes at given time (Spring Equinox in Figure 15).  In early stages Vasari 

also displayed the solar radiation levels of surrounding elements or chosen analysis plane but 

this feature has been removed from 2.1 version of the software. 

Energy Model Evaluation tool is a comprehensive analyses tool capable of simulating heat 

loads with given climate, building function, insulation properties etc. which is a major tool for 

achieving lower emissions. Unfortunately this mansion does not use a modern heating system 

or a modern insulation property therefore lacks the advantage of default values which is 

mandatory for this evaluation. Therefore this analyze have not been conducted.  

5. Conclusion 

Energy efficiency and sustainability has become a major aspect of design in recent years and 

will remain important if not more for foreseeable future. This emphasis on energy and 

sustainability will have an effect on architectural heritage renovations as well as non-heritage 

buildings.  

A built and weathered entity has the marks of its prior life within its features. Although the 

marks of time also reveal the consequences of construction, insulation and proofing 

techniques and hints of precautions to avoid unwanted changes to the building its generally 

necessary to change the state or use of the building, add an annex, build glass windows, install 

hvac system or enclose an open part of the building etc. All these kind of alterations have 

their effect on the entity.   

Further knowledge gained by the conservationist will definitely improve the quality of 

application and communicate possible outcomes of certain actions.  

The energy based analysis approach on traditional housing or ancient structures has also 

potential to reveal unrecognized aspects of built heritage. In the matter of Sandıklı Mansion 

the Wind tunnel analysis showed that particular orientation of the building has an advantage 

of curtaining the prevailing wind through winter therefore covering sofa from cool currents.  

Its evident that certain tweaks necessary to achieve more convenient solutions to guide the 

designer for more sustainable buildings. It’s also evident that as the software evolves for use 

in renovations it would be quite beneficial for heritage for the reasons above.  

 


